
This order may not be used as a basis for disqualification of a judge. 

State of Arizona 

COMMISSION ON JUDICIAL CONDUCT 

Disposition of Complaint 15-353 

Judges:  

Complainant:  

ORDER 

The complainant alleged a superior court judge and a justice of the peace 
assisted a constable in wrongfully taking his property. 

The responsibility of the Commission on Judicial Conduct is to impartially 
determine if the judges engaged in conduct that violated the provisions of Article 6.1 
of the Arizona Constitution or the Code of Judicial Conduct and, if so, to take 
appropriate disciplinary action. The purpose and authority of the commission is 
limited to this mission. 

The commission does not have jurisdiction to review the legal sufficiency of 
the judicial officers’ rulings. In addition, the commission found no evidence of 
ethical misconduct and concluded that the judges did not violate the Code in this 
case. Accordingly, the complaint is dismissed in its entirety as to both judges, 
pursuant to Rules 16(a) and 23. 

Dated: February 10, 2016 

FOR THE COMMISSION 

 

/s/ George A. Riemer 
George A. Riemer 
Executive Director 

 
Copies of this order were mailed 
to the complainant and the two judges 
on February 10, 2016. 



Commission on Judicial Conduct

l50l ril/est Washington Suite 102

Phognix. AZ 85007-3231

Comq

To whom it concems,

Regretfully it has become necessary to seek relief from the improprieties exacted by the 
    in above case and action. As noted in the "Timeline" attached, I

have made nrmerous attempts in seeking relief through Emergency Motions and in person when
appearing before the Court. Each time I was wamed about Ex Parte Communication and consequently
would file another motion to no avail. Wife has refused process service and has not appeared.

My wife manipulated and persuaded a Constable to steal my pick-up truck parked at my friends house,
and subsequently after having her served with Dissolution of lvlarriage Action, she has changed Title
Ownership via Arizona DMV and has sold my vehicle. I was (marooned) at a friends house without
any tansportation, tools, equipment and materials needed to support my self.

I have experienced extreme "partial" indifference and intolerance from  without any
regard for my dire circumstances and unfair fieatrrent caused by the Wife, whom seanui to be getting
whatever advantage and exception to taditional Family Law practices. I have been denied multiple
attempts for a'Civil Standby''to obtain necessary clothes and personal items including the vehicle.

 is known for manipulating and seeking advantage in every situation. I can NOT
prove this, but I believe given &e situation in this small community, that she has also manipulated the
Judges Secretary and perhaps the Judge herself. The timing of certain activities has been highly
suspect! Note the items on the "Timeline" with an asterix in front.

If   had exercised a routine "Standby" as he claims, then why did he lie about
  telling him to take my truck or that he called    (friends I've lived

with) before he came onto their property with 2 unknown strangers and quickly stole the vehicle.
Immediately after  sought a grievance with the    

 caused a Resfiaining Order against  (reprisal).   did NOT
at anytime make any threat toward  . Subsequently the Board disnissed his complaint
without any investigation or testimony from .

Which leaves me in a situation where I do NOT have the tansportation, tools and equipment needed to
effectively support myself. This situation is exacerbated by the fact that  refuses any
relief from my predicament thus creating personal harm and, compensable financial injury.

It is my prayer for relief and assistance through your consideration.
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